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ArcBlock Releases Production-Ready
Blockchain Platform for Decentralized
Apps and Enterprise Blockchains

BELLEVUE, WA, USA, November 13,
2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- ArcBlock
today announced the release of its
ArcBlock Blockchain Platform 1.0, the
updated blockchain platform enables
developers and businesses to quickly
build, manage and run production-
ready blockchain networks and
decentralized applications easily.  Since
the first public beta release 0.21.45 on
May 7th 2019, ArcBlock’s engineering
team has released more than one
hundred and twenty beta releases and
more than two thousand developers who participated in the beta. Starting today, ArcBlock has
reached their first stable and production quality milestone — version 1.0.0

ArcBlock had a vision and
through collaboration with
our communities,
developers, and customers,
we have been able to
redefine what is possible
with blockchain and we are
fulfilling our vision. 
”

CEO of ArcBlock, Robert Mao

The ArcBlock blockchain platform enables anyone to
launch a self-sovereign, customized blockchain in just a
few minutes, utilize a scalable cross-chain open protocol,
multiple blockchains can interconnect and communicate
with each other to form a blockchain network. With the
“Blocklet” design, developers can start to build
decentralized apps run on the public blockchain or
customized blockchain within minutes.  and upcoming
customer support and training capabilities to help
companies and developers interested in leveraging
blockchain technologies, or becoming ArcBlock certified, to
learn from industry experts and get valuable best practices
for their own projects.  

Starting today, ArcBlock’s platform now includes production-ready capabilities and many updates
to their ArcBlock SDK, CLI, and a dashboard experience based on more than three thousand
individual pieces of feedback from early beta users and partners.  Developers are now able to: 

- Create new blockchains in one-click
- Use Blocklet.starters
- Deploy blockchain node software into any cloud, hybrid on on-prem environment
- Benefit from On-chain governance
- Execute Smart Contracts on a trusted execution platform
- Dynamic Consensus
- Use many of today’s leading programming languages including JavaScript and Python

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.arcblock.io
https://www.arcblock.io/en/platform
https://www.arcblock.io/en/forge-sdk


ArcBlock CLI is improving the developer experience to
build and manage blockchains and DApps

A newly redesigned ArcBlock Blockchain Dashboard

- Reload their code using Hot-Code
Reloading to remain online
- And much more

“We are excited to see ArcBlock achieve
release 1.0,” said Robert Mao, CEO of
ArcBlock.  “When we started this
project two years ago, we had a vision
and through strong collaboration with
our communities, developers, and
customers, we have been able to
redefine what is possible with
blockchain and are fulfilling our vision.
We have removed the complexity out
of blockchain and allow anyone,
anywhere to power their blockchain
projects with ArcBlock. I look forward
to seeing more products and services
powered by ArcBlock in the months
and years ahead.” '

ArcBlock Blockchain SDK
ArcBlock SDK 1.0 gives developers a
new and improved software
development kit (SDK) and framework
that includes support for today’s
leading programming languages
including JavaScript, Python, Elixir, and
more.  SDK 1.0 includes overall stability
updates, and ArcBlock has a more
streamlined SDK interface for
developers to improve the overall user
experience.  Some of the other most
requested features that were added
include new built-in support for
signature delegation and advanced
versioning controls, as well as many
new security improvements for smart
contracts and transactions. 
ArcBlock Blockchain Dashboard

ArcBlock released an SDK developer dashboard that is included as part of the ArcBlock SDK.
Working with developers and customers, ArcBlock implemented a new design to significantly
improve the overall user experience making it easier for anyone to monitor, manage and debug
blockchains and applications. Several of the key upgrades include a new streamlined interface
that has consolidated key information into the top half of the dashboard including access to
validators, transactions per second, block time and more. In addition, the interface includes a
new notification center for important updates, the ability to turn live updates on and off, as well
as making the dashboard lightweight enabling support of low-powered environments.  

ArcBlock Blockchain CLI
ArcBlock CLI 1.0 is a new and improved command-line tool to manage ArcBlock resources and
services.  The updated CLI goes beyond traditional management and puts the power of ArcBlock
into a simple command-line allowing anyone to: 

- Set up a development test chain in less than a minute 



- Create and manage multiple blockchains
- Integrated tools built around the ArcBlock SDK such as Swap
- Bootstrap a DApp with ready-made Blocklet.Starters with just one command
- Setup and work with smart contracts on a blockchain
- Automate tasks with scripts and automation tools

Coming Soon
With the release of ArcBlock 1.0, the company will be moving ahead with next-generation
upgrades to its decentralized identity solutions and decentralized identity mobile wallet in the
next release. With these upgrades, ArcBlock will make decentralized identity more accessible to
consumers with brand new user experiences that enable anyone to use and share their identity.

About ArcBlock
ArcBlock is transforming the way blockchain-enabled applications and services are developed,
managed and deployed by reimagining how these services are going to be created in the years
ahead. ArcBlock is comprised of a team of industry experts, developers, technologists, and
leaders who are focused on creating successful outcomes by enabling teams and businesses.
ArcBlock has created a powerful, but easy, to use a development platform utilizing the power of
blockchain in combination with cloud computing allowing developers and businesses to achieve
their goals successfully. Follow ArcBlock on Twitter or Telegram.
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